This chart lists when to read the letter ﺭ with Tafkheem (heavy) and when to read it with Tarqeeq (light).

- **Heavy**
  - The ﺭ is heavy in the following conditions.
  - Which vowel precedes it?
  - Is the kasra temporary?
  - Kasra before ﺭ and not followed by ﺧ.
  - Is the kasra temporary?
    - YES
      - Heavy
    - NO
      - Light

- **Light**
  - The ﺭ is light in the following conditions.
  - Will always be LIGHT.
  - The ﺭ is also light when it has a sukoon and it is preceded by a ﻢ.
  - The letter ﺭ is made heavy by raising the tongue from the back.
  - The Following Words Can Be Read With a Heavy or Light ﺭ.
    - ﻓِرْق
    - ﻣِصْ
    - ﻲِسْ
    - أَنِ أَسْ
    - فَأَسْ
      - When stopping or continuing
      - Only when stopping.